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Measuring and Improving the
Performance of Health Service Networks

Maik Hammerschmidt1, Tomas Falk2, and Matthias Staat3

Abstract
Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) have intensified their efforts to establish network-like structures with service partners
who are responsible for different functions along the health value chain. To calculate the potential value and cost benefits of ser-
vice production within health care networks and to improve performance in such networks, the authors propose a two-step
benchmarking approach. While the first step is concerned with measuring and comparing service provider performance, the
second step relates to a contact program that disseminates the lessons learned during the benchmarking process. Across two
empirical studies with general practitioners and specialty physicians, the authors identify in a first step tremendous overspendings
and provide suggestions on cost reductions that could be achieved without threatening output levels. With regard to the second
step, the authors find that detailing efforts based on the results of performance measurement helped physicians to improve their
performance. Through detailing, the hub was able to inform network partners about the benchmarking results and to reveal per-
formance gaps in their current resource utilization patterns. In addition, the authors show that managers of HMOs should seek
out physicians with smaller practices and high-referral (i.e., risk-averse) physicians as targets for detailing, who are especially
responsive to these initiatives.

Keywords
service networks, benchmarking, service efficiency, performance management, health care networks, data envelopment analysis

Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) increasingly enter

into relational strategies with health care providers, such as

general practitioners (GPs) and specialty physicians (Stremersch

and Van Dyck 2009). By establishing network-like structures,

either through ownership or through formal agreements, HMOs

can promote the harmonization of health care provider assets and

expertise, resulting in ‘‘turnkey’’ solutions (Berry and Mirabito

2010; Wan and Wang 2003), as well as advance standardized

service provision that might reduce health care costs (Metters

and Marucheck 2007).

From a strategic perspective, HMOs thus resemble a net-

work hub that initiates and coordinates activities in a network

(Achrol and Kotler 1999). In turn, physicians represent the

organizationally independent yet functionally dependent net-

work spokes that coproduce a final service outcome (e.g.,

health care). Poor performance by one party thus undermines

the performance of successive parties. Exploring the perfor-

mance of health care networks also seems particularly worth-

while, because health care is increasingly troubled by

‘‘costing too much’’ and ‘‘wasting too much’’ (Berry and

Bendapudi 2007, p. 112).

To improve performance in health care networks, two key

needs emerge: (1) to identify the best performers in a given ser-

vice function and (2) to improve the abilities of poor perfor-

mers. Assessments of physician performance should rely on

efficiency measured as the ratio of multiple service outputs

to multiple service inputs (Keh, Chu, and Xu 2006; Rust and

Huang 2012). Therefore, evaluating and comparing physician

efficiency represents the ‘‘diagnosis’’ in performance manage-

ment, whereas developing strategies to encourage poor perfor-

mers to improve their efficiency constitutes the ‘‘therapy.’’ By

considering both steps in service performance management,

diagnosis and therapy, this study advances existing literature

that merely assesses performance (Donthu and Yoo 1998; Frei

and Harker 1999; Hollingsworth 2008). Specifically, to recog-

nize the best performers, we develop a benchmarking proce-

dure that acknowledges physician heterogeneity and ensures

that measured efficiency differences actually stem from vary-

ing capabilities, rather than just unique characteristics of the

physicians (Brown 2006; Dyson et al. 2001). Then, to design

effective performance therapy, we draw on the notion of

detailing and consider the impact of communication efforts that

disseminate lessons learned from best performers to the
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members of the wider health care network. Generally, detailing

refers to life sciences firms’ endeavors to influence physicians’

prescription and therapeutic behaviors. Considerable research

notes the effectiveness of detailing (Chintagunta and Desiraju

2005; Manchanda, Rossi, and Chintagunta 2004; Narayanan,

Manchanda, and Chintagunta 2005), though tests of physician

responsiveness to detailing are rare (Nair, Manchanda, and

Bhatia 2010; Stremersch and Van Dyck 2009). We posit that

the effectiveness of detailing for improving performance

strongly depends on practice size, reflecting the amount of

resources available for implementing changes, and referral

intensity reflecting perceived risk.

With this approach, our research not only establishes an

actionable, two-step performance management approach in

hub-and-spoke networks but also reveals levers that influence

the effectiveness of detailing. In the next section, we present

our conceptual framework, which reflects existing

benchmarking research. Next, using longitudinal data from

816 GPs and 633 specialty physicians, we test the benchmark-

ing procedure as a means to measure the efficiency of health

care providers embedded in a network structure. We also

explore the effect of detailing calls on efficiency, using hypoth-

eses that we derived from prior detailing literature. We test our

hypotheses based on data from a field experiment with 726 GPs

who either did or did not receive a detailing call. Finally, we

summarize our findings and their implications.

Research Framework

Benchmarking, a generally effective means to achieve perfor-

mance improvements (Donthu, Hershberger, and Osmonbekov

2005; Vorhies and Morgan 2005), refers to ‘‘a continuous, sys-

tematic process for evaluating the products, services, and work

processes of organizations that are recognized as representing

best practices for the purpose of organizational improvement’’

(Spendolini 1992, p. 9). In particular, research shows that

benchmarking can improve the performance of bank branches

(Kamakura et al. 2002), physicians (Chilingerian and Sherman

1997), retail stores (Donthu and Yoo 1998), and sales forces

(Horsky and Nelson 1996). However, prior studies focus on

single, hierarchical organizations that conduct intraorganiza-

tional benchmarking analyses. In contrast, health care interme-

diaries enter into relational strategies with health care

providers, creating nonhierarchical network structures. Thus,

it is unclear whether existing findings transfer to network set-

tings, which ‘‘are not tolerant to traditional instruments of

authority and control’’ (Achrol and Kotler 1999, p. 146).

However, imitative learning and replication of service pro-

cesses through benchmarking could be effective in network-

like structures. Network partners cooperate to achieve

competitive advantages, and this mutual goal encourages

productive information flows and exchanges of ideas, which

also can support benchmarking activities (Ostrom et al. 2010;

Vorhies and Morgan 2005). Although prior research offers no

suggestions about which part of a network should initiate, coor-

dinate, or control benchmarking activities, we assert that in

service networks, one focal organization generally performs

fewer service functions and instead serves as an integrator that

manages and coordinates the network—that is, the hub

(Evanschitzky 2007; Singh 1991). We propose that this hub

is best able to plan and monitor benchmarking activities,

because it possesses the required process knowledge and can

link decoupled or loosely coupled network members. Network

members are highly specialized and interdependent, so without

any hierarchical authority, the network hub must organize

information and resource flows, as well as coordinate decisions

and activities (Achrol and Kotler 1999). Thus, benchmarking

activities should be initiated and monitored by the network hub,

with a focus on the performance of boundary-spanning network

partners, which interact with end customers and generate most

of the service outcome (Singh 1991).

We empirically test these propositions by analyzing the per-

formance of an integrated health care network (IHN). In

general, IHNs combine multiple organizations in partnerships

to establish comprehensive health care delivery systems (Wan

and Wang 2003). Despite traditional resistance to performance

management, pressure to evaluate the performance of health

service providers has grown as health care costs rise. The pres-

sure is particularly intense for IHNs (Hollfelder 2002; Meyer

Goldstein and Ward 2004), which must fulfill the needs of

patients by managing a network of providers (GPs and specialty

physicians) who constitute a health care delivery system.

Diagnosing Service Performance: Identifying
Best Performers

Background

For this study, we cooperated with a health care fund in a

European country that is comparable to IHNs and has evolved

from a loosely coupled service system with multiple physicians

into a comprehensive system (Govind, Chatterjee, and Mittal

2008). Such organizations, through formal agreements, align

health care providers to deliver integrated health care services

that improve patient coverage and reduce costs (Wan and Wang

2003). The focal health care fund maintains contracts with a full

spectrum of physicians who deliver all elements of health care to

a clearly demarcated geographic area. Patients are assigned to a

single GP; to be reimbursed for physicians’ services, they must

visit specialty providers who are affiliated with the same fund.

These contractual agreements also limit the range of services

each physician may provide, so any patients in need of extended

services must be referred to specialists. Physicians’ income is

composed of a per capita, a fixed monthly premium for each

patient, plus additional fees for any services not covered by this

per capita amount, paid each quarter. The fund thus functions as

a network hub, in that it manages a network of designated sub-

contractors, has necessary process knowledge, can control infor-

mation flows, and initiates important network activities.

To optimize overall performance, the fund should bench-

mark the performance of its network partners. In line with

existing research, we propose efficiency as a meaningful

344 Journal of Service Research 15(3)
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performance metric that encompasses both input and output

sides (Frei and Harker 1999; Keh, Chu, and Xu 2006). Physi-

cians are largely in control of most inputs and outputs in

medical care production and are responsible for bottlenecks

in service provision (Meyer Goldstein and Ward 2004). Yet,

few studies consider physician efficiency. Chilingerian and

Sherman (1997) examine the relative efficiency of primary care

physicians in their study, which regards health care provision

as a process of transforming inputs (e.g., quantity of clinical

resources) into outputs (e.g., number of patients treated). How-

ever, they also mix different specialties, without accounting for

potential heterogeneity in case mixes, type of services provided,

or service quality. Such an approach fails to acknowledge that

differences in service efficiency inherently result from the vari-

ous types of physicians considered (Dyson et al. 2001). Even

studies that feature more precise information about case mixes

and the nature of health care services provided do not explicitly

account for sample heterogeneity. Wagner, Shimshak, and Novak

(2003), for example, propose a case severity index and find that by

adopting best practice patterns, physicians could reduce health

costs by 10% but maintain constant service outcomes. Ozcan

(1998) and Pai, Ozcan, and Jiang (2000) assess efficiency for a

specific diagnosis while using a case severity index, but they also

include physicians from different regions and ignore environmen-

tal factors that might explain the substantial efficiency variation

across regions. Thus, prior studies cannot provide robust evidence

about the efficiency of health care provision.

By analyzing physicians with different specialties and failing

to conduct tests of the viability of pooling these potentially

heterogeneous physicians for a benchmark analysis, existing

studies could produce biased results, in that they might choose

the wrong role models for benchmarking. Accordingly, we

explicitly incorporate system heterogeneity into our analysis

to ensure the validity of our efficiency measure.

Data Description

For our analysis, we used the physician database of our fund

partner, which granted us access to longitudinal input and output

data for 816 GPs and 633 specialty physicians. All physicians

had identical contracts with the health fund, which strictly limit

the type of services they may offer. Therefore, the spectrum of

services provided is homogeneous within the sample.

As inputs we used the fee-for-service (FfS) charges, the cost

of medication (CoM), and the cost of referrals (CoR) to (other)

specialists. The physicians in this fund do not own any signifi-

cant equipment, which would permit them to charge higher fees

for service relative to the time spent with each patient. There-

fore, the FfS measure provides a good approximation of the

time spent treating patients. These three inputs also represent

the three cost categories most commonly reported in health cost

statistics (Ginsburg et al. 2006). For the output, we consider the

numbers of patients in two age categories (0–50 years and 50þ
years). Splitting patients into age categories appropriately

captures differences in the intensity and quality of the health

services provided across physicians (Chilingerian and Sherman

1997; Kravitz et al. 1992).

In addition, for all physicians, we collected data on regional

morbidity and mortality (proxies for case severity mix),

regional unemployment rates, and physicians’ age and gender.

These data enable us to control for the heterogeneity of the phy-

sicians. The area covered by the fund comprises four districts,

which differ with respect to the three exogenous regional

characteristics mentioned above (e.g., morbidity). In Table 1,

we provide the descriptive statistics for the focal GPs.

Table 2 contains the descriptive statistics for the specialty

physicians and shows that the total cost per patient, as well

as the proportions of the three cost factors, vary considerably

across specialty groups. We use these data to detect the

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for General Practitionersa

District

1 2 3 4

Number of physicians 209 201 210 196
Fee-for-service (€)b 135,068 129,736 128,448 116,704
Cost of medication (€)b 266,280 252,744 256,104 254,904
Cost of referrals (€)b 147,100 140,068 146,916 133,852
Number of patients till 50 yearsc 2,176 2,012 2,012 1,700
Number of patients older than 50 yearsc 1,592 1,564 1,532 1,608
Morbidity rate (%)d 2.59 2.57 2.24 2.21
Mortality rate (%) .84 .72 .78 .91
Unemployment rate (%) 4.47 7.25 8.01 8.97

Total cost per physician (€)

Minimum 260,967 292,741 234,264 270,670
Average 548,448 522,548 531,468 505,460
Maximum 1,876,813 753,148 1,178,169 1,166,497

a Descriptive statistics for physician age and gender are not be reported, for confidentiality reasons.
b The reported values are average costs per physician per year (2006).
c The reported values are average number of patients per physician.
d Morbidity rate ¼ proportion of the population with diseases on a ‘‘White list’’ based on the international classification of diseases.
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inefficiencies and potential cost savings for each group,

adjusted for different sample sizes (i.e., ranging from 26 to

110 observations). Because we have a sufficient number of

observations for each specialty group, we do not need to mix

different specialties within one model and can obtain clean effi-

ciency results for each specialty group.

To ascertain whether our three inputs are the key factors for

producing the selected output, we must determine whether

there are any hidden nuances in these effects. A certain portion

of output variance could be due to unobserved or omitted

physician-level inputs, such as differences in the patient base

associated with a certain physician (e.g., nature of disease,

characteristics of the patients, compliance) or differences in

expertise or willingness to adhere to clinical guidelines. More-

over, omitted time-level inputs might involve changes in phy-

sician learning and trends over time. To evaluate the relevance

of these omitted inputs, we ran a linear mixed model that

accounts for 2-way (physician and year) random effects (Gril-

liches and Hausman 1986; Luo 2007); the equation for the

mixed model appears in the Appendix A. For the GPs, physi-

cian random effects had a relatively small intraclass correlation

coefficient of 9.2%, such that unobserved or omitted physician

inputs accounted for less than one tenth of the variance in the

output variable. Unobserved time-random effects were weakly

significant and accounted for only 9.4% of the output variance.

For specialty physicians, physician random effects (time-

random effects) accounted for 18.6% (10.7%) of the output

variance. The influence of omitted input variables thus was

small to moderate (Baltagi 2001).

Methodology

Data envelopment analysis (DEA): Assessing physician
efficiency. Introduced by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes

(1978), DEA measures the efficiency of a decision-making unit

(in our case, physicians) relative to a frontier of the most

efficient units. As the true frontier is unknown, the frontier is

estimated nonparametrically from a set of observed units. Thus,

the true efficiency of physician k, yk ; is not directly observable,

but for any given sample of physicians S ¼ xi; yið Þ i ¼ 1;jf
:::; ng, sample equivalents can be derived. In turn, ŷk is the esti-

mate of yk obtained by solving the following fractional pro-

gramming format:1

max ŷk ¼

Ps

r¼1

urkyrk

Pm

j¼1

vjkxjk

s:t: ¼

Ps

r¼1

urkyri

Pm

j¼1

vjkxji

� 1; i ¼ 1; :::k:::; n;

ur � 0; vj � 0; r ¼ 1; :::; s; j ¼ 1; :::;m:

ð1Þ

In DEA, we form a virtual input and output for each physician,

using the weights ur for outputs yr and vj for inputs xj. Each

physician thus has two outputs, number of patients till 50 years

(NP0–50) and number of patients older than 50 years (NP50þ).

The three inputs are FfS, CoM, and CoR. Then, for any physician

k, the virtual output is expressed as u1 � NP0�50 þ u2 � NP50þ,

and the virtual input is v1 � FfS þ v2 � CoM þ v3 � CoR. All

estimated efficiency scores (ŷk) are equal to or less than 1

(100%), and the model runs successively with each physician

in the objective function to derive individual efficiency scores.2

Efficient physicians (i.e., best practices according to DEA)

earn a score of 1 and form the efficient frontier. The remaining

physicians earn scores between 0 and 1, and the portion (1 �
ŷk) represents the inefficient percentage of inputs for physician

k, that is, resources that could be saved, holding the output level

constant (Luo and Donthu 2006).

Bootstrap procedure: Testing for sample heterogeneity. We

apply a bootstrap procedure to test for heterogeneity across

subsamples. This technique obtains an efficiency distribution

by repeatedly drawing new data through resampling. The

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Specialty Physicians

Average (per Physician)

Specialty
Number

of Physicians

Fee-for-
Service

(€)

Cost of
Medication

(€)

Cost of
Referrals

(€)

Number
of Patients
� 50 Years

Number
of Patients
> 50 Years

Total Cost
per Physician

(€)

Total Cost
per Patient

(€)

Dermatology 73 150,870 83,817 10,440 2,514 1,680 245,127 58.45
ENT 61 183,884 21,479 22,814 1,936 1,448 228,177 67.43
Gynecology 110 129,167 18,931 54,029 2,340 728 202,127 65.88
Internal 96 173,469 92,644 68,567 572 1,690 334,680 147.96
Neurology 29 187,897 128,871 49,242 908 1,236 366,010 170.71
Ophthalmology 87 202,636 30,416 3,297 2,031 2,340 236,349 54.07
Orthopedics 26 244,970 33,874 135,959 1,608 1,864 414,803 119.47
Pneumology 40 206,376 156,892 21,685 1,152 1,648 384,953 137.48
Psychiatry 27 157,884 158,238 22,486 832 873 338,608 198.60
Surgery 38 129,132 17,507 26,154 684 827 177,459 114.36
Urology 46 201,303 94,916 40,307 773 2,303 336,526 109.40

Note. ENT ¼ ear, nose, throat.
For ease of exposition, we focus on overall values across all districts.
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original efficiency estimator gets applied to each new sample,

such that the resulting bootstrap estimates (pseudo-scores)

mimic the sampling distribution of the original estimator

(Simar and Wilson 1998). The next step involves an asymptotic

test of whether certain subsamples of a set of observations have

different efficiency distributions (i.e., test of sample heteroge-

neity), which is of vital importance for diagnosing physicians’

efficiency and potential efficiency gaps meaningfully (Dyson

et al. 2001). Not accounting for heterogeneity would distort

the true causes of efficiency differences; it would be unclear

whether efficiency variations resulted from better input-

output translations or from varying characteristics of the bench-

marked physicians. We provide a detailed overview of the

bootstrap procedure in the Appendix A.

Monte Carlo simulation: Calculating sample size-corrected
efficiency scores. For physicians of different specialties that are

incommensurate with respect to the services they provide, we

likely need to run separate DEA models. Considering separate

groups of specialty physicians results in samples of different

sizes, and the quality of the DEA results depends on the number

of observations in the sample (Kneip, Park, and Simar 1998),

such that more observations provide a better approximation

of the true frontier. Therefore, results obtained from data sets

of different sizes are difficult to compare. To ensure compara-

bility across efficiency scores, despite varying sample sizes, we

use a Monte Carlo approach and limit the larger samples to the

size of the smallest sample (Zhang and Bartels 1998).

Superefficiency analysis: Eliminating low-quality outliers. Using

the numbers of patients as outputs in a frontier-based evalua-

tion might initiate a race to the lowest service quality level

(Newhouse 1994); that is, extreme efficiency can be obtained

by reducing service quality, which is not explicitly captured

as an output measure. Physicians who follow such a shirking

strategy likely reduce inputs (e.g., treatment costs) though, so

they should emerge as low-cost outliers (Hollingsworth 2008).

Low-cost physicians who do not provide adequate treatment

should be removed from the analysis; otherwise, they create cost

targets for other state-of-the-art physicians who cannot maintain

high-quality services with these extremely low costs.

To identify such low-quality outliers, we use the supereffi-

ciency procedure (Banker and Chang 2006; Simar 2003).

Low-quality outliers that produce outputs with an extremely

low input (cost) level receive extremely high efficiency scores

and push out the frontier, leading to biased evaluations. Tech-

nically, when estimating superefficiency scores, the physician

k being evaluated does not appear in the reference set, so an

additional constraint (i 6¼ k) must be added to the linear pro-

gram of the standard DEA model from Equation 1. The effi-

cient frontier (reference set) for physician k then consists of

observations other than k. Among physicians who are effi-

cient in the standard DEA model, some may lie above this

new frontier, such that extremely efficient physicians achieve

scores significantly greater than 1. Prior literature shows that

units with superefficiency scores greater than 1.5 are likely

outliers and thus should be excluded (Banker and Chang

2006).

The results of the superefficiency analysis show that all

GPs remain far below this cutoff level. Thus, we can ignore the

risk of pursuit of the lowest service quality. Using physical

performance outputs is appropriate, and we do not need

sample adjustments (Hollingsworth 2008; Newhouse 1994).

In contrast, for specialty physicians, we find a 12% average

proportion of outliers. We remove these low-quality outliers

from the data to avoid unrealistic cost targets for providers

offering state-of-the-art services (Newhouse 1994; Zuckerman,

Hadley, and Iezzoni 1994). The subsequent analyses and results

for specialty physicians are based on this reduced, quality-

adjusted sample.

Results

Efficiency of GPs. In line with existing empirical findings, we

focus on five exogenous variables that constitute heterogeneity

in the input-output transformation process of physicians (Chi-

lingerian and Sherman 1997; Janakiraman et al. 2008): regional

morbidity, mortality, and unemployment rate where the prac-

tice is located, as well as physician age and gender. We test for

the possible effects of these factors on physician efficiency by

estimating the DEA model in steps. Starting with morbidity, we

calculate four-group (districts), two-group (high vs. low mor-

bidity), and one-group (full sample) solutions and compare the

results using the bootstrap procedure. We find no significant

difference for either the four-group (Table 3, Panel A) or the

two-group (Table 3, Panel B) solutions and thus cannot reject

the null hypothesis that the true average efficiencies are identi-

cal for all subgroups. In other words, the stepwise DEA does

not point to a heterogeneity problem. Similarly, we ran boot-

strap tests for mortality, unemployment rate, age (with median

splits), and gender. Again, all test statistics were closer to 1

than to the respective critical values, indicating no significant

heterogeneity in the sample. These results provide evidence

of a negligible influence of the exogenous variables on the

input-output transformation and indicate that a one-group

model (i.e., one DEA model for the full sample) adequately

characterizes the data. The average efficiency for this solution

is .82, and 726 GPs (89%) are inefficient.

Efficiency of specialty physicians. In contrast with GPs,

specialty physicians likely should not be jointly examined

in one model. Grouping these physicians by specialty seems

conceptually necessary, considering the varying diseases

treated by the different specialties (Ozcan 1998). Yet, two

problems arise with this grouping: First, specialty groups

involve considerable differences in sample sizes. Second,

they differ remarkably with respect to treatment costs per

patient.

In Table 4, the first column of Panel B lists the efficiency

scores obtained by a standard DEA with the original sample

sizes. The first column of Panel C shows the results of the

Monte Carlo simulation with the efficiency scores adjusted to

Hammerschmidt et al. 347
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the size of the smallest specialty (i.e., psychiatry). The

comparison indicates that the sample size bias is considerable.

With the sample size-adjusted efficiency scores, we applied our

bootstrap test for heterogeneity; the average efficiency scores

across all specialties differed significantly from one another,

which suggests substantial heterogeneity with respect to the

nature of disease (i.e., among specialties). However, we found

no within-specialty heterogeneity with respect to mortality,

morbidity, unemployment rate, gender or age of physicians.

These findings support our specification of separate DEA

models on the specialty group level but pooling all physicians

of the same specialty in one DEA model.

Differences in treatment cost per physician across special-

ties also may distort the results of the efficiency analyses.

Therefore, to identify the maximum savings potential we took

sample size-related bias corrections and a trade-off between

efficiency and treatment cost into account simultaneously.

Panel A in Table 4 shows the total treatment cost per inefficient

physician (average) for each specialty. The second column in

Panel B then provides the cost-adjusted savings potential,

based on the standard efficiency score (i.e., without bias cor-

rection). Finally, the second column in Panel C shows the

bias-corrected and cost-adjusted savings potential per

physician (total cost � bias-corrected efficiency score). Note

that these values refer to inefficient physicians; for efficient

physicians operating on the frontier, no projected savings

exist. Our results show that the potential improvements are

vastly overestimated when the cost-adjusted savings potential

is calculated using standard DEA scores. For example,

according to the cost-adjusted savings potential from the stan-

dard efficiency score, ear, nose, and throat (ENT) physicians

take position 4. In the cost-adjusted and bias-corrected metric,

ENT ranks in position 8 though. The projected savings for

ENT actually are rather low (€26,115 per physician), in that

this low-cost specialty has a relatively high-efficiency score

when we account for sample size bias. In contrast, achieving

best practices in orthopedics could save €70,953 per physi-

cian, even with constant outcomes.

The bias-corrected and cost-adjusted metric in the final

column of Table 4 also provides information about trade-offs

between the specialty groups, such as how many improvement

initiatives for gynecologists could be substituted for by

improving the efficiency of one orthopedist. Assume that the

cost of contacting physicians is constant across specialties,

Table 4. Detailed Results for Specialty Groups (Average Across Inefficient Physicians)

B: Results Without Bias
Correction (Standard DEA)

C: Results With Bias Correction
(Monte Carlo Simulations)

Specialty
Number of
Physiciansa

A: Total Cost per
Physician (€)b Efficiency

Cost-Adjusted Potential
per Physician (€) Efficiency

Cost-Adjusted Potential
per Physician (€)

Orthopedics 49 436,905 .7323 116,959 .8376 70,953
Urology 20 331,948 .8225 58,920 .8789 40,199
Surgery 15 175,951 .7799 38,726 .8011 34,997
Neurology 11 371,380 .8898 40,926 .9094 33,647
Internal 58 382,796 .8284 65,687 .9192 30,930
Ophthalmology 63 240,592 .7942 49,513 .8792 29,064
Pneumology 22 411,165 .8927 44,118 .9324 27,795
ENT 35 211,113 .7271 57,613 .8763 26,115
Dermatology 46 260,067 .8503 38,932 .9045 24,836
Psychiatry 10 341,712 .9383 21,084 .9383 21,084
Gynecology 87 206,837 .8689 27,116 .9512 10,094

Note. DEA ¼ data envelopment analysis.
a These values are numbers of inefficient physicians (score < 1) in each specialty, who exhibit cost savings potential.
b These values are average total treatment costs across inefficient physicians. All results are based on reduced samples without low-quality outliers.

Table 3. Assessing Heterogeneity of General Practitioners

A: Four-Group Solution (4 Districts) B: Two-Group Solution (High vs. Low Morbidity)

Group (District) Average Average (Other)a tb 95% Valuec Group Average Average (Other)a tb 95% Valuec

1 .8232 .8157 1.009 1.0288 1 .8206 .8146 1.007 1.1028
2 .8180 .8175 1.001 .9815
3 .8167 .8179 .9985 .9847 2 .8146 .8206 .9927 .8972
4 .8125 .8193 .9917 .9873

a Average (other) ¼ average efficiency of the respective other groups (e.g., of the groups 2 through 4 in case of group 1).
b t ¼ test statistic, or the column ‘‘average’’ divided by column ‘‘average (other)’’.
c Critical value, equal to the 95% value of the distribution of ratios obtained via bootstrapping, which implies a generous significance level of 10%. Average efficiency
for the one-group solution (i.e., full sample): .8168. In the one-group solution, 726 GPs (89%) are inefficient.
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enhancing the efficiency of an additional orthopedist instead of

a gynecologist results in increased cost savings of €60,859.

Moreover, it is possible to reduce efforts and program costs,

holding the level of expected gains constant. For example, the

potential remains unchanged if targeting of seven gynecolo-

gists gets replaced by targeting one orthopedist.

Our diagnosis part of performance management in a health

care network reveals the current performance of physicians; the

resulting efficiency scores represent performance metrics and

disclose efficiency gaps on the basis of a relative-to-best com-

parison. This diagnosis constitutes a necessary precondition

for improving physician performance and overall network

performance. Next, we aim to provide conceptual and empiri-

cal insights into how to provide therapy to poor performers,

drawing on insights from detailing literature.

Improving Service Performance: Therapy for
Poor Performers

Physician Responsiveness to Detailing

To improve physician performance in line with the identified

best practice patterns, members of the network should emulate

the most efficient entities, as identified during the diagnosis

phase (Vorhies and Morgan 2005). Although prior literature

implies that implementing benchmarking goals is easy, ‘‘at

least conceptually’’ (Donthu et al. 2005, p. 1475), little practi-

cal advice indicates how to realize this task. We therefore pro-

pose the communication of the benchmarking findings through

detailing calls. Detailing traditionally refers to visits and/or

calls by pharmaceutical or other salespeople who attempt to

influence physicians’ prescription and therapeutic behaviors

(Chintagunta and Desiraju 2005; Manchanda, Rossi, and Chin-

tagunta 2004; Narayanan, Manchanda, and Chintagunta 2005).

Such efforts through personal communication can convince

physicians to switch to new drugs and new ways to monitor

patients (Venkataraman and Stremersch 2007). Although the

mean effect of detailing on physician behavior is positive, it

also may be relatively small (Stremersch and Van Dyck

2009); some physicians even resist detailing and rely on inertia

or habit to determine their treatment decisions, especially when

they perceive poor source and message credibility (Mizik and

Jacobson 2004). Less credible arguments in a detailing cam-

paign thus get discounted, particularly if physicians believe

sales representatives are neither experts nor reliable informa-

tion providers (Janakiraman et al. 2008).

In response, we propose that detailing instead might be

effective in network-like structures, because the information

provider and detailing recipient already have entered into a

strategic partnership. The network hub aims to increase

patient value rather than maximize its own profits, which

should enhance its source credibility (Wan and Wang

2003). That is, physicians might regard detailing activities

triggered by the network hub as attempts to increase the effi-

ciency of health care provision, not just as a communication

campaign to ‘‘sell’’ drugs and therapies.

Detailing programs that are based on relative-to-best

comparisons also could establish a higher degree of message

credibility, because best performers represent expert peers and

potentially opinion leaders among physicians who operate less

efficiently in similar conditions. Recent findings empirically

confirm that physician behavior is significantly influenced by

expert peers (Nair, Manchanda, and Bhatia 2010), because the

opinions and practices of (efficient) peers help reduce uncer-

tainty among less efficient physicians. Physicians also should

be more motivated to respond to guidelines and change their

practices if the information has been derived from a precise and

sound methodological procedure, such as DEA (Agrell and

Bogetoft 2001; Guth and Kleiner 2005).

Finally, obtaining information through detailing requires

minimal effort and can be a valuable source of information for

a busy doctor that reduces search, learning, and thinking costs

(Janakiraman et al. 2008). These benefits then should enhance

physicians’ intentions to participate in a benchmarking pro-

gram, even without direct financial rewards. Because the initi-

ating, coordinating network hub offers high source and

message credibility, physician responsiveness to detailing cam-

paigns in health care networks should be positive.

Hypothesis 1. Physicians who receive a detailing call

improve their performance more than physicians who

do not receive a detailing call.

Moderating Effect of Practice Size

Performance gains triggered by detailing calls likely depend on

physician characteristics, including the number of patients

served (i.e., practice size). We posit that low-volume physi-

cians exhibit less inertia, such that they can be influenced more

easily to improve their efficiency. Doctors with fewer patients

have more time and motivation to learn, search, and think

(Narayanan, Manchanda, and Chintagunta 2005); but if they

work in smaller practices, they likely lack access to various

information sources and thus rely more on information gleaned

from network representatives. That is, for low-volume physi-

cians, detailing calls should have a greater impact in terms of

unlocking their efficiency potential.

Hypothesis 2. Among physicians who receive a detailing

call, performance improvements decline with increasing

practice size.

Moderating Effect of Extent of Referrals

Many physicians regard referrals as an effective means to

reduce perceived treatment risk, because they shift the risk of

failure (e.g., wrong diagnosis, inappropriate therapy) and

responsibility to colleagues. Physicians who feel

uncomfortable with their skills pertaining to a specific treat-

ment use the referral slip to avoid potentially risky decisions

(Chilingerian and Sherman 1997), and empirical research
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identifies referrals as a risk-averse behavior by physicians who

engage in defensive decision making (Ruston 2004).

Generally, defensive decision making is triggered by imper-

fect information. To overcome their information gaps, people

perform screening activities, traditionally through an active

search for information (Stiglitz 2000). However, many physi-

cians struggle with time pressures and scarce resources (Jana-

kiraman et al. 2008), so they may screen negatively, by

referring treatment decisions to others. Such negative screening

allows the physicians to circumvent difficult decisions and

lower treatment risk. Other physicians might use referrals to

confirm their own work, which implies the redundant provision

of overlapping services and reduces the efficiency of physi-

cians’ performance within the network.

In this setting, detailing calls could provide an alternative

risk-reduction mechanism that does not harm physicians’ perfor-

mance. By providing concrete information about successful treat-

ment patterns, the network hub actively supports physicians’

information search efforts (Spence 1973). Once physicians obtain

detailed feedback and suggestions through detailing, their infor-

mation status improves, which lowers their perceived treatment

risk (Nair, Manchanda, and Bhatia 2010). In turn, they do not need

to activate alternative mechanisms such as negative screening

through referrals. For high-referral physicians, detailing calls

should lead to significant performance improvements through

a greater willingness to refrain from unnecessary referrals.

Hypothesis 3. Among physicians who receive a detailing

call, performance improvements increase with increasing

extent of referrals.

Field Experiment

Background. In cooperation with the health care fund we

described previously, we conducted a field experiment to test

these hypotheses. The fund contacted a randomized subsample

of 40% of the 726 GPs who were inefficient in 2006 (i.e., who

had efficiency scores below 1) in a detailing call in the first

quarter of 2007 (see Table 5). The remaining 60% represented

the control group that received no detailing call. For both

groups, we obtained input and output data for 2007.

Treatment. The treatment (i.e., detailing call) aimed to

articulate clearly the basic clinical policies and standards for

the use of resources.3 More specifically, the detailing informed

poor performers about their current resource consumption and

the optimal resource utilization pattern applied by similar,

comparable best practice physicians. These details included the

percentage of fees, medication costs, and referral costs they

‘‘overspent’’ in comparison with best practices. To provide

instructive insights, each detailed physician read about three

typical inefficient practice styles, identified from the study

diagnosis, and was assigned to one of them. The first inefficient

practice style features considerable overspending on fees,

whereas physicians that adopt the second style exhibit particu-

larly high inefficiencies with respect to the use of medications,

and the third style is represented by excessive resource con-

sumption for referrals. Each inefficient practice style thus is

characterized by one critical input that provides the main

source of inefficiency and offers a primary lever for improve-

ment. After having informed physicians about the extent and

sources of inefficiency and potential levers for each inefficient

style, the person conducting the detailing call disseminated

individual targets set by the benchmark physician (i.e., pre-

ferred utilization profile for inputs and outputs), explaining

that these best performing physicians used their resources

optimally to maximize the number of patients served. In addi-

tion, the network hub provided suggestions and guidelines on

how to reduce overspending to reach these targets. Finally, the

physicians were informed that treatment costs of up to €78.4

million could be saved if all inefficient physicians would

adhere to the best practices.

Results. Using 2007 data, we calculated DEA efficiency

scores. To test Hypothesis 1, we compared the mean efficiency

changes from 2006 to 2007 for the treatment group that

received a detailing call versus the control group that received

no call (see Table 5).4 We are not interested in an analysis of

the efficiency change of all GPs but rather aim to investigate

how the performance of the inefficient GPs, relative to other

GPs, changes from 2006 to 2007 as they move toward the best

practice frontier. A change in relative efficiency also could be

caused by a shifting efficiency frontier in 2007, due to factors

unrelated to physicians’ therapeutic or managerial skills, such

as industry changes (e.g., political changes, legislation), techni-

cal progress, or environmental variables (Luo and Donthu

2006). Therefore, we apply the efficient frontier for 2006 as

a reference function to calculate the efficiency scores for

2007. In other words, we examine the extent to which each

individual inefficient physician caught up in 2007 compared

with 2006 (Färe, Grosskopf, and Lovell 1994).

We first evaluated whether the test and control groups dif-

fered in efficiency during 2006 using a t-test (Wilson 2003).

It revealed no significant efficiency differences, so we can rule

out potential sources of bias between the test and control groups

Table 5. Comparison of Test and Control Groups

Test Group:
Detailing Call

Control Group:
No Detailing Call

Efficiency score in 2006a 76.4 76.7
Size of efficiency gap

(100—efficiency score)a
23.6 23.3

Change in efficiency 2006-2007a 2.71* �.58
Proportion of efficiency

gap closeda (%)
11.4 �2.5

Note. GP ¼ general practitioners.
*Significant at p < .01.

a The reported values are group means. The GPs in the test and control group
are equally distributed across the four districts. The physicians in the test and
control group did not significantly differ with respect to age and gender, as well
as morbidity, mortality, and unemployment rate in the respective region. We are
unable to report group means for these variables for confidentiality reasons.
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before the detailing calls. We next tested the difference in means

between the 2006 and 2007 efficiency scores using t-test with

Bonferroni adjustment. Efficiency slightly decreased across

periods for the control group (�.58, ns); whereas in the test group,

we observed a significant efficiency enhancement (2.71, p < .01).

The significant difference in the efficiency changes between the

test and control groups (3.29, p < .001) offers a measure of the per-

formance gain that likely is attributable to detailing calls. In

particular, the test group exploited 11.4% of its efficiency

enhancement potential, whereas the efficiency gap of the control

group increased, by 2.5%, in support of Hypothesis 1.

However, a common problem associated with field experi-

ments is the potential lack of internal validity. The efficiency

improvements might be partially influenced by confounding

factors, such as physician motivation to comply or patient mix.

To minimize the distorting effects of confounding factors, we

paid special attention to the design of the field experiment

(Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002). For example, our close

cooperation with the IHN should ensure a correct implementa-

tion of the intervention (detailing call). Finally, experimenter

effects appear unlikely to represent a severe problem, because

the success of the detailing calls did not affect the employees

performing the calls, such as in terms of salary.

To test for the hypothesized moderating effects of practice

size and risk aversion, we conducted moderated regression

analyses. We used efficiency change as the dependent variable

and treatment (with weighted effect coding due to different

group sizes, where no detailing call ¼ �.66 and detailing call¼
1) and the respective moderators (practice size or risk aver-

sion) as independent variables. We operationalized practice

size by the number of patients treated in 2006 and risk aver-

sion as the number of referrals in 2006. Both moderators are

continuous variables, so moderated regression is the most

appropriate method for testing the interactions: It maintains the

integrity of the sample, makes complete use of the data, and

retains full statistical power (Aiken and West 1991; Irwin and

McClelland 2003). Following Aiken and West’s (1991) proce-

dure, we first calculated a regression that contained only the

treatment variable and the moderator (i.e., no interaction term).

The coefficients for the treatment variable and both moderators

were significant. In the second regression, we integrated the

interaction term between the treatment variable and its respec-

tive moderator. The results for the full regression models

appear in Table 6.

According to Table 6, the efficiency-enhancing effect of the

detailing call is highly significant, as are the regression coeffi-

cients for the moderators and the interaction terms. We thus can

conclude that practice size and risk aversion predict efficiency

changes and moderate the treatment-efficiency change rela-

tionship (i.e., quasi-moderators). First, we find a negative

moderating effect of practice size on the relationship between

the detailing calls and efficiency change. That is, with

increasing practice size, the efficiency increase weakens. In

other words, for low-volume physicians, detailing calls have

a much higher impact in terms of unlocking efficiency poten-

tial, in support of Hypothesis 2.

Second, in support of Hypothesis 3, higher efficiency

increases followed from detailing calls to highly risk-averse

(i.e., high-referral) physicians, compared with those to

less risk-averse (i.e., low-referral) physicians. As we show in

Table 6, the moderating effect of risk aversion is positive and

significant, so the efficiency-enhancing effect of detailing calls

increases as risk aversion level increases.

To confirm that the identified moderating effects are not

spurious or artificial, we regressed efficiency changes on the

treatment variable at high and low moderator levels (Maxwell

and Delaney 1993). In addition to the regressions at the mean

level of the moderator variables (Table 6), we ran regressions

at two other levels: one standard deviation (SD) above the mean

and one SD below the mean. We plot the results of this series of

regressions in Figure 1. For each moderator variable, the slopes

between efficiency change and the treatment variable (i.e., dif-

ference in efficiency change between treatment conditions) dif-

fer significantly at the three levels, which indicate that the

detected moderating effects are robust.

According to Figure 1, Panel A, the efficiency increase is

significantly higher for low-volume physicians than for

high-volume physicians. Figure 1, Panel B, also indicates that

detailing calls trigger higher efficiency increases for highly

risk-averse (i.e., high-referral) physicians compared with less

risk-averse (i.e., low-referral) physicians.

Discussion

Implications for Service Research

We add to existing knowledge by promoting a formal approach

for increasing the performance of health care networks. In

Table 6. Results of the Moderated Regression Analyses

b t b t

Treatment (detailing call) 1.825 4.87 1.788 4.81
Practice size �.152 3.15
Treatment � Practice size �.177 3.05
Risk aversion .00982 3.73
Treatment � Risk aversion .00858 3.35

Note. All coefficients are significant at p < .01.
Dependent variable ¼ efficiency change; mean-centered values for practice size and risk aversion enter the regressions. For the treatment variable, we used
weighted effect coding. Coefficients for moderators and interaction terms are multiplied by 100.
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particular, we posit that performance augmentations might

best be achieved by implementing a benchmarking approach

(Donthu, Hershberger, and Osmonbekov 2005). Benchmarking

fits with the multiobject nature of health care networks, in that

it can match the capabilities of comparable physicians as they

transform inputs into outputs. Poor performers should aim to

replicate the processes implemented by top-performing role

models to enhance their own capabilities to transform inputs

(i.e., health costs) into outputs (i.e., number of patients treated)

(Vorhies and Morgan 2005). Thus, improving the performance

of network partners based on benchmarking should help mem-

bers build important capabilities by imitating best practices. In

contrast with benchmarking efforts among competitors, imita-

tive learning and process replication appear particularly effec-

tive in networks, assuming an integrative hub can identify and

infuse best practices throughout the network.

With our diagnosis discussion, we help extend prior work on

service efficiency. First, in presenting a formal methodology

for assessing performance and adopting a ‘‘what gets measured

gets done’’ perspective, our quantitative approach provides the

inevitable basis for enhancing service efficiency and adds to

existing conceptual discussions (Grönroos and Ojasalo 2004).

Second, compared with relative-to-average approaches sug-

gested to capture service efficiency (Brown and Dev 2000; Rust

and Huang 2012), we regard a relative-to-best metric as superior,

because it can detect efficiency gaps by benchmarking the effi-

ciency of comparable units. Thus, it is possible to derive realistic

goals for efficiency improvements.

The implications of the therapy part of our article are most

influential for existing research on detailing (Chintagunta and

Desiraju 2005; Janakiraman et al. 2008; Mizik and Jacobson

2004; Venkataraman and Stremersch 2007). In particular,

detailing efforts initiated by an organization that acts as a net-

work hub can enhance the responsiveness of network partners

and thus improve efficiency. In our health care context,

proactive information sharing about the best practices exerted

by efficient peers yields a twofold effect on physician respon-

siveness: First, it helps foster a common understanding of

performance improvement goals and plans, which is generally

an important prerequisite for the effective implementation of

performance enhancements (Vorhies and Morgan 2005). In

particular, a common understanding might help increase source

credibility. Second, message credibility might be improved

when the disclosed best practice patterns are derived through

a powerful methodological approach, such as advanced DEA.

Both these aspects seem to be potential explanations for the

detected efficiency improvements in our study. In addition, our

results show that low-volume physicians respond more to

detailing calls than do high-volume physicians, which corres-

ponds to findings by Manchanda, Rossi, and Chintagunta

(2004) that sales calls induce more prescriptions of detailed

drugs, particularly among low-volume physicians. Standard

detailing policies in practice, however, focus on high-volume

physicians, who are significantly less open to detailing efforts.

If they adapted detailing policies, HMOs likely could increase

their return on (detailing) investments. Finally, spreading the

word about successful service patterns constitutes a form of sig-

naling activity conducted by the network hub. This signaling

helps high-referral physicians reduce their sense of uncertainty

and risk. This enhanced responsiveness to detailing among

both low-volume and high-referral physicians suggests addi-

tional insights that might improve returns on detailing (Nair,

Manchanda, and Bhatia 2010; Stremersch and Van Dyck 2009).

Managerial Implications

The benchmarking approach we propose can help managers

compare efficiency scores across different service providers

Figure 1. Moderating effects of practice size and risk aversion on efficiency change
Note. M ¼ mean value. M � 1 SD ¼ mean value minus standard deviation. M þ 1 SD ¼ mean value plus standard deviation.
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(e.g., GPs and specialty physicians) in network structures.

Accordingly, from the diagnosis part of our article, we offer a

reliable input-to-output metric that HMO managers can use for

their performance monitoring and benchmarking. This metric

indicates overspendings, i.e. cost reductions for each input that

could be achieved without threatening output levels. We there-

fore suggest adding this metric to HMO dashboards.

In addition, our diagnosis provides a procedure for assessing

heterogeneity among network partners. Although accounting

for heterogeneity among physicians is vital for obtaining valid

results, running segment-specific DEA models is not a desirable

strategy per se. Our results suggest for example that for GPs, a

one-group model is appropriate, but for specialty physicians,

efficiency measurements need separate, per-specialty DEA

models. If managers erroneously employ separate DEA models

for subgroups of GPs, overspendings could go undetected; in our

study, these missed gaps amounted to €6.8 million for the 25%
of most inefficient physicians. Moreover, our metric provides

valuable information for potential trade-offs between specialty

groups. This insight in turn may help HMOs to more effectively

balance interests between various specialty groups.

As a third diagnosis-related contribution, we offer an inte-

grated metric that managers should employ when they confront

large differences in sample sizes and absolute service costs.

This metric can reveal the true resource savings potential. For

example, a pure efficiency metric indicates that our health care

organization should focus on optimizing ENT, but an inte-

grated metric (i.e., trading off efficiency with absolute costs)

recommends a focus on orthopedics. Redeploying the improve-

ment efforts from ENT to orthopedics would yield additional

projected savings of €43,900 per physician. That is, focusing

only on service efficiency disregarding cost levels can be

myopic.

Thus, the potential improvements revealed through DEA are

noticeable. Developing such analysis abilities requires that

organizations focus increasingly on measurement techniques.

To help employees master such techniques, the hub should

offer training and seminars and perhaps even automate their

use across the board and at operational levels.

In the move from diagnosis to therapy, we uncover further

managerial recommendations. First, managers should use the

diagnosis results proactively to develop cornerstones of actio-

nable programs that exploit the potential efficiency gains. As our

results reveal, it appears beneficial for network hubs to initiate

detailing efforts that can improve GP efficiency. Through detail-

ing, the hub was able to inform network partners about the

benchmarking results and reveal their current resource utiliza-

tion patterns. The high response to the detailing program in

terms of willingness to reconfigure service patterns (i.e., 92%
of the physicians in our study agreed to participate in a detailing

call) indicates that physicians assign high source credibility to

the network hub. Second, by using sound measurement tech-

niques such as DEA, the HMO can communicate its commit-

ment to rigorous performance monitoring, which is likely a

prerequisite for acceptance of performance improvement pro-

grams. Using DEA, health care managers can precisely

communicate which inputs they should adjust and to what extent

if they hope to improve performance.

Third, we provide evidence of varying degrees of respon-

siveness to detailing calls. According to our findings, detailers

should target low-volume and high-referral (i.e., risk-averse)

physicians. Although these physicians offer less efficiency

improvement potential, their share of potential exploited is

higher (i.e., low potential—high share), so these segments

should be primary targets of future communication cam-

paigns. This low volume/high-referral pattern is typical for

physicians early in their carrier and thus targeting younger

physicians can mitigate the accumulation of inefficiencies

across the physician life cycle. In contrast, high-volume and

low-referral physicians should not be a primary target group

for detailing, because they do not display high ability to

exploit improvement potential (i.e., high potential—low

share).

The results from both the diagnosis and therapy elements of

our study can be generalized to other service industries that rely

on hub-and-spoke network structures, such as retailing (outlets

as providers), financial services (branches as providers), or

educational services (schools as providers). Our proposed

framework can measure the efficiency of networks with two

levels of partners that provide distinct subservices, such as

generalists (e.g., GPs who conduct regular health checks)

versus specialists (e.g., orthopedic surgeons who treat problems

of the musculoskeletal system) (Stremersch and Van Dyck

2009). In such two-level networks, poor service provision gets

exacerbated along the value chain, similar to a negative

bullwhip effect in supply chains. Comparing efficiency across

providers and disseminating the processes of the best perfor-

mers instead fosters service harmonization and can boost the

efficiency of the entire service delivery chain.

Limitations and Future Research Directions

This study reveals interesting avenues for research, some of

which result from its limitations. First, though we controlled for

case mixes and service quality, the results could be improved by

expanding the set of output variables. Data about case severity

and service quality would be desirable; they were not available

for our study. Second, tracking the sources of improvements to

service provider performance could be advanced if studies incor-

porated more descriptive variables that offer potential segmenta-

tion criteria. For example, an application of the Malmquist index

approach might identify performance changes due to technologi-

cal progress—that is, the shift of the frontier—in addition to

performance changes achieved through enhanced skills and rou-

tines (Luo and Donthu 2006). In combination with (more) data

on exogenous variables, such an analysis would clarify the

portion of performance change attributable to environmental

characteristics, which physicians generally cannot control.

Third, researchers should test the validity of our findings by

exploring the performance of networks in other service indus-

tries, such as retailing, financial services, or education.
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Conclusion

This study suggests that due to the harmonization of assets and

the promotion of standards, health care services coproduced

within network-like structures yield the potential to outperform

services provided by single providers (i.e., physicians).

However, as physicians are functionally dependent network

spokes, bad performance of one party may largely undermine

the performance of the succeeding party. To improve perfor-

mance in health care networks, this research proposes that the

initiating and coordinating network hub (e.g., a HMO) should

establish a two-step benchmarking approach. The first step

(the diagnosis step) is concerned with measuring service pro-

vider performance and identifying the best performers in a

given service function. The second step (the therapy step)

relates to a contact program that aims at improving the abil-

ities of poor performers.

Across two empirical studies with GPs and specialty physi-

cians, tremendous overspendings are disclosed in the first step.

Moreover, suggestions on cost reductions that could be

achieved for each input without threatening output levels are

presented. With regard to the second step, we find that detailing

efforts initiated by the network hub helped physicians to

improve their performance. Through detailing, the hub is able

to inform network partners about the best practices exerted by

benchmark physicians and contrast them to their current

resource utilization patterns. Finally, we show that managers

of HMOs should seek out physicians with smaller practices and

high-referral (i.e., risk-averse) physicians as targets for detail-

ing because they are especially responsive to these initiatives.

In sum, our findings not only provide empirical support for the

proposed two-step approach of performance management in

health care networks but also disclose policies that increase the

return on (detailing) investments.

Appendix A

Linear Mixed Model:

Number of Patientsit ¼ mþ b1Ff Sit þ b2CoMit þ b3CoRit

þ bcovaCovariatesit þ eit þ zi þ Ot;

ð2Þ

where

Ff Sit ¼ fee-for-service;

CoMit ¼ cost of medication;

CoRit ¼ cost of referrals;

Covariatesit¼ covariates (controls) for physician i at time t,

including age, gender, and district of operation;

m ¼ overall grand intercept;

bj ¼ influence of jth explanatory variable;

eit¼ classical disturbance term, normally and independently

distributed with variance s2
e ;

zi ¼ random disturbance of ith physician, constant across

periods and normally and independently distributed with

variance s2
z ; and

Ot ¼ random disturbance of tth year, constant across

physicians and normally and independently distributed

with variance s2
O.

Bootstrap Procedure:

The estimates ŷk and the bootstrap estimates ŷ
�
k are related

as follows:

ðŷk � ykÞ Sj �approx:ðŷ�k � ŷkÞ
���S�; ð3Þ

where S� indicates a bootstrap sample of pseudodata, and ŷ
�
k is

a bootstrap estimate of the efficiency of observation k. Because

statistical estimates of the frontier are obtained from finite

samples, the corresponding efficiency measures are biased, and

this bias depends on the sampling variation of the frontier. The

key expression in Equation 3 enables us to estimate the bias of

the DEA estimator, biasS;k ¼ ESðŷkÞ � yk , by its bootstrap

counterpart biasS�;k ¼ ES� ðŷkÞ � yk . The latter quantity can

be approximated with bootstrap values y�k;b; b ¼ 1; :::;B,

where B is the number of bootstrap replications. Then, we can

compute the bootstrap bias estimate biasS�;k as

biasS�;k ¼ B�1
XB

b¼1

e�k;b � ŷk ¼ �y
�
k � ŷk : ð4Þ

Then the bias-corrected estimator ~yk can be computed as

~yk ¼ ŷk � biasS�;k ¼ 2ŷk � �y
�
k : ð5Þ

These new efficiency scores provide an estimate and correction

for the bias, using Equation 3. To test for heterogeneity across

subsamples, we calculate the average efficiency score derived

for one subsample, M1, yM1, and divide it by the average effi-

ciency derived for the rest of the observations yR1: Our test sta-

tistic is then

tM1 ¼ �yM1

�
�y

R1
: ð6Þ

If the null hypothesis is true and two subsamples do not differ

in their average efficiency, tM1 ¼ 1: The distribution of the test

statistic can be derived by bootstrapping the efficiency scores

for both samples and calculating the test statistic B times. Thus,

a critical value for the test—whether any t̂ differ significantly

from unity—can be obtained (Simar and Wilson 2007).

The essential steps of the algorithm for deriving bias-

corrected efficiency scores are as follows (Simar and Wilson

1998): First, assume that the process generating efficiency

scores yi is ðy1; :::; ynÞ* i.i.d. Fðx; yÞ, where Fðx; yÞ is a den-

sity function on (0,1). The process of generating xi condition-

ally on the observed output values yi and the observed

proportion of inputs is completely characterized by the density

function Fðx; yÞ and X d xi j yih i, where X d xi j yih i is the level of

the inputs the unit should reach to be on the efficient frontier
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with the same level of outputs and the same proportion of

inputs. That is,

X dhxijyii ¼ ŷixi: ð7Þ

Now i.i.d. bootstrap samples ðx�i ; y�i Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n are drawn

from a density F̂ðx; yÞ on y, where F̂ðx; yÞ is an estimator of the

joint density of ðx; yÞ on y. Because the input-oriented scores

are bounded from above by unity, the DEA estimator produces

many efficient units with ŷi ¼ 1. Consequently, F̂ðx; yÞ puts a

positive mass at y ¼ 1 and will provide poor estimates of

Fðx; yÞ near the upper bound (1) of its support. To address this

problem, we can smooth F̂ðx; yÞ through a Kernel smoother

(Silverman 1986). The optimal value for the smoothing para-

meter (bandwidth of the Kernel density estimator) is the value

that minimizes the mean integrated square error. Having

derived an optimal value for the bandwidth, we can simulate

the corresponding density, which permits us to draw pseudo-

scores that follow the same distribution as scores obtained with

the original sample. The simulated scores produce several B

pseudo data sets, used to obtain B new sets of efficiency scores.

These new efficiency scores enable us to estimate and correct

for bias using Equation 5.
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Notes

1. The axioms underlying this type of nonparametric frontier approach

are well known; see Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (1984) or Parsons

(1994) for example.

2. We use an input-oriented, variable returns-to-scale specification of

the DEA model, which offers the additional advantage of accoun-

ting for different economies of scale. In contrast with a constant

return to scale DEA model, our model does not assume that every

physician operates at the most productive scale size (in terms of

numbers of patients treated). A free scaling up or down of inputs

and outputs thus is not allowed, and the efficiency calculation does

not take into account the elimination of scale efficiencies. Even if a

physician practice does not operate at the optimal scale size but

instead is too small or too large, it can be identified as fully effi-

cient and serve as a benchmark with respect to transforming inputs

into outputs. This trait is desirable, because a physician is not

necessarily accountable for a practice size that differs from the

optimum (Rosenman and Friesner 2004).

3. The close ties between the physicians and the health care

network led to 92% of the contacted GPs agreeing to discuss their

resource use.

4. Recall that for GPs whose absolute cost levels are homogeneous,

the standard efficiency score (without cost adjustment) provided

by DEA is a sufficient basis for assessing responses to the detail-

ing call.
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